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Abstract. We have contended that senile conditions—illnesses after age 60 and fully age-penetrating, such as tooth, hearing or
memory loss—are not distinct “diseases” in medical nature, because they are caused by aging. Since the pace of aging varies
among individuals and is much influenced by risk factors, senile conditions will only affect some but not all elderly. However,
perhaps due to its unusually heavy burdens and tremendous social pressures, senile dementia (SD) has been singled out from
other senile conditions and redefined as a curable “disease” (Alzheimer’s). This highly popular definition has thus opened a
Pandora’s box that has been confusing us up until now and warrants further scrutiny. In this article we discuss: a) what should
we logically look for in SD beyond “pathogenic” factors? b) why Ca2+, a central regulator in neurotransmission, should be the
primary player in SD; c) why the functionality of Ca2+ signaling, or its vibrant wave frequency and amplitude, must undergo
down-regulation during aging, though this is intriguingly accompanied by an increase of Ca2+ “levels”; d) why intervention
for SD should target Ca2+ function by promoting energy metabolisms and by Ca2+ agonists such as caffeine and nicotine, but
not by “antagonists” as widely believed; and e) why our study should focus on aging, not “cell death”, a seemingly attractive
paradigm but perhaps too late for intervention. We also seek answers for why unproven hypotheses can become dogmas and
inhibit self-correcting mechanisms of science.
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THE RISE OF THE QUESTION

Senile dementia (SD), discussed here mainly as
its plaque-tangle subtype; also known as “SD of
Alzheimer type”, or “Alzheimer’s disease” (AD), is
a heart-breaking and socially threatening disease. Its
pathogenesis has remained a conundrum after most
intense studies for over three decades [1, 2] and,
despite rhetoric to the contrary, there seems no major
progress expected any time soon. This stagnation con-
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trasts sharply with many other distinct diseases whose
pathogenic causes were found in much shorter time
with much fewer researchers involved (e.g., polio and
AIDS).

This has prompted us to undertake an independent
analysis of the SD features and realize that the current
definition for SD by the National Institute on Aging
(NIA) is the starting point of the problem [3, 4]. Our
main viewpoints are as follow:

• Among the loosely defined “age-related” dis-
eases, there should be a group of clearly and
easily defined ones: those that occur after age 60
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and eventually affect >50% of the elderly, such
as atherosclerosis, osteoporosis, and SD. These
illnesses, referred to here as “senile conditions”,
may not be explained by “abnormal” factors
anymore, but logically should be explained by
“normal” elements, most likely by “advanced
aging plus risk factors”.

• This model points to a “new” direction for
SD prevention: motivate society as a whole to
better support the elderly in healthy lifestyles
and develop medications to extend the lifes-
pan of old neurons by activating their lifeline
metabolisms, rather than “inhibiting” the far-
fetched “pathogenic” factors.

• Current dominant hypotheses in the “AD” study
field [1, 10–12] have almost all assumed a
“pathogenic” factor as the single “cause”. These
theories do not explain the role of the demographic
change and its diverse end results in the elderly,
and thus are off-target to the scientific nature of
SD.

• What is the starting point of all these miscon-
ceptions? It is the NIA’s definition, “SD = AD”.
Promoted by social and political interests and
“proven” by some scientists, this definition has
not only defied Alois Alzheimer’s view, but also
the scientific foundation of modern Geriatric

Medicine and the NIA itself, thereby confusing
the research field up to now, and perhaps forever
if not revisited.

Today, similar views have been presented by
other investigators [5–9] and together they suggest
a paradigm shift in the research of “AD”. In this
endeavor, a scientific model that seeks a mechanistic
and coherent explanation of SD features for reason and
curiosity and a new path for pharmaceutical interven-
tion would be needed. Here we present our opinions
for scholarly discussion.

WHAT SHOULD WE LOOK FOR IN SD
BEYOND “PATHOGENIC” FACTORS?

If, as we argued, senile conditions are not caused by
pathogenic factors as in discrete diseases, then what
should we logically and practically look for in the SD
study?

To this paramount question, we first consider other
senile conditions for a clue. It is known that cholesterol
and gallstone deposits, for example, are the results of
inefficient metabolisms (degradation and clearance) of
lipid and minerals, respectively; and bone loss orig-
inates from the inefficient calcium absorption and
ossification (Fig. 1A). These examples suggest that
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Fig. 1. What should we logically look for in SD? A) There is a specific inefficient metabolic pathway underlying each particular “aging marker”
in the elderly. We thus believe that cognitive decline (with its concomitant appearance of plaques and tangles) should be no exception. B) The
pace of aging varies in the individuals and can be critically influenced by lifestyles and other risk factors, therefore aging will end up in a
diversity of consequences in the elderly population. Again, SD should be no exception. , functional decline.
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while a myriad of metabolic pathways become inef-
ficient as a result of aging, there is a specific one that
primarily underlies each particular age-related condi-
tion. As such this pathway would be a converging point
around which the actions of many other factors are cen-
tered and thus would serve as the primary target for
study and intervention.

We therefore think that SD should have such an
underlying pathway as well. But which one could it
be? Our attention is on the regulatory mechanism of
neurotransmission. It is long-known that Ca2+ is a
central regulator in neurotransmission. Classic stud-
ies on neuromuscular junctions have long established
that no neurotransmitter can be released in the absence
of Ca2+ entry even though action potential and other
factors are present. Conversely, Ca2+ alone can trig-
ger transmitter release even in the absence of all other
factors. In addition, the amount of the transmitters
released is related to the number of Ca2+ ions entering
the cell [13–15].

Such a stringent and somewhat exclusive regulatory
mechanism suggests that Ca2+ is to neurotransmis-
sion as key is to lock: everyone can unlock the lock,
but no one can do so without using the key. Thus,
Ca2+ should be the converging point around which the
actions of any cognition-affecting factors are centered
(e.g., aging, injury, disease, lifestyle, drugs). Indeed,
it has been generally accepted that Ca2+ and Ca2+-
dependent enzymes play a central role in memory and
cognition [16, 17].

This “Ca2+-centric” model, in essence, can be com-
pared to the role of insulin in diabetes. Diabetes is a
glucose metabolic disorder caused by many factors and
insulin, a central regulator in glucose metabolisms, is
a central player in the disease, so that other factors
would exert their actions through insulin (e.g., insulin
insufficiency, desensitization, or altered receptors).

WHY CA2+ FUNCTION MUST BE
DOWN-REGULATED DURING AGING

If Ca2+ is so important in cognition, how then will
its function change during aging? Will it increase or
decrease? To this pivotal question, we think it unques-
tionable that the functionality of the Ca2+ signaling
system as a whole should be down-regulated as aging
progresses. This assertion is based on the following
common sense knowledge.

First, Ca2+ signaling is a basic life-supporting path-
way. Since aging is a process in which life itself is
progressively diminishing until it fully stops, it is rea-

sonable to assume that most if not all life-supporting
metabolisms (ATP genesis, cell signal systems, DNA
replication, protein synthesis, etc.) should be all down-
regulated as age advances. There is no reason to assume
that Ca2+ signaling can be an exception.

Second, Ca2+ signaling is a highly energy-
dependent process (a 10,000-fold gradient across the
membrane maintained by ATP-driven pumps; no other
ions have such a steep gradient) [18, 19]. Therefore
Ca2+-regulated processes in the body are also energy-
dependent/consuming [19], such as fertilization, cell
division, differentiation and growth, muscle contrac-
tion, and neurotransmission [20]. Needless to say, they
are all down-regulated during aging.

In light of this knowledge, together with our over-
all model for SD [3, 4], we propose that a functional
deficiency of Ca2+ signaling, among a myriad of
age-related changes, is the underpinning of cognitive
decline during aging (Fig. 2A). The downward trajec-
tory of the brain function will intensify and old brains
will die in the end, like all other organs (Fig. 1B).
However, since the pace of aging varies among indi-
viduals and is significantly influenced by brain reserve,
lifestyle, and other risk factors, the descending trajec-
tory will divert in the population, allowing brain death
to occur at quite different ages among individuals–
much as old cars will die at different years [3, 21–23]
(Fig. 2A).

This model can explain: a) why demographic
changes are the root cause for SD and why SD is fully
age-penetrating but does not affect all elderly; b) why
cognitive decline is intimately accompanied by plaques
and tangles [21, 23] but they are not accurate predictors
to dementia; c) why active lifestyles are known as “the
key for successful aging”and "use it or lose it" is a time-
tested rule of thumb; d) why the long-sought “cause”
for SD and “biomarkers” for its pre-symptomatic diag-
nosis have not been found; and e) why some Ca2+
agonists have displayed neuroprotective effects (see
below), but high-profile anti-amyloid-� drugs have
not.

The model implies that SD, by and large, is a
“lifestyle disease” in essence. This view, in fact, has
been shared by many in the medical and clinical
community [24–26], but contrasts sharply with cur-
rent dominant theories in the “AD” basic study field,
which all assume a linear and “cause-effect” mecha-
nism (Fig. 2B). Since they have not taken into account
the fundamental roles of aging and risk factors, it is
clear that these theories, though highly appealing to
the public and researchers alike, are of little relevance
to the scientific nature of SD.
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Fig. 2. Our “aging/Ca2+ deficits plus risk factors” model for SD. A) Aging will diminish energy and Ca2+ signaling, underlying neurotrans-
mission (NT) decline with the concomitant appearance of plaques and tangles (21, 23). However, they will not always lead to SD, but rather
to a heterogeneity of end results in the elderly population, thanks to the varying pace of brain aging among individuals and the key roles of
risk factors in life. , functional decline. B) However, almost all of current hypotheses assume a “pathogenic” factor causing “AD” in a linear
manner, like polio or AIDS. These theories are highly popular, but do not take into account aging and risk factors, thus do not explain the
fundamental features of SD.

WHY HIGHER CA2+ “LEVELS” COULD
MEAN LOWER FUNCTION

However, our “Ca2+ deficits” model for SD would
confront the current “calcium overload” hypothe-
sis [11]. This theory is based on the massive rises
of intracellular Ca2+ levels observed in cells after
stroke and infers that Ca2+ levels are rising through-
out the aging process, leading to “overactivation” of
Ca2+-dependent processes/enzymes and to cell death
(Fig. 3A).

But interestingly, a remarkable difference between
the two models is that while ours is based on Ca2+
function, the other is based on its “levels”. Since low
intracellular Ca2+ levels are vital for life and main-
tained by energy, it is correct to deduce that they will
gradually rise during aging as energy declines.

We thus encounter a fascinating dilemma: the func-
tion and level of Ca2+ may undergo opposite changes.
Is this possible? As the issue carries considerable the-
oretical and practical significance, we propose the
following explanations.

It is known today that, unlike other metals, Ca2+
functions as waves in vivo by changing its frequency

and amplitude, like radio waves [27, 28], not by steady-
state “levels” changes as traditionally conceived, like
water level changes in the swimming pool (Fig. 3B).
This means that Ca2+ channels and pumps would
open/close extremely rapidly (within milli- or micro-
second in the brain) [29] and intermittently like an
alternator—driven by energy and producing alternate
electric waves by rapidly changing the current direc-
tions. So, when energy supply declines, the turnover
speed and output potency of the alternator (i.e., the
wave frequency and amplitude) will diminish as well
(Fig. 3B).

Intriguingly, however, the reduced wave frequency
would mean a “Ca2+ overstay” in the cytosol, which
can be manifested as “higher levels” if Ca2+ is mea-
sured at longer time intervals such as seconds or
minutes (Fig. 4). Thus such studies do not measure the
functionality of Ca2+, but its average “levels”. In other
words, these steadily higher Ca2+ “levels” actually
mean lower signaling function (Fig. 4).

It must be kept in mind that such age-related,
irreversible and death-leading Ca2+ rises would be
distinct from another type of Ca2+ rises that are tran-
sient, reversible, agonist- or action potential-induced
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Fig. 3. Two opposing “Ca2+ hypotheses”. A) The current “Ca2+ overload” hypothesis believes that the steady-state Ca2+ levels increase
throughout aging, causing an “overactivation” of Ca2+-dependent processes and cell death. It points to calcium antagonists as the only hope for
intervention. B) But we propose that Ca2+ functions by rapidly changing its wave frequency and amplitude, which will decline during aging as
energy declines and collapse at cell death. Such rapid wave changes perhaps can only be detected at sub-millisecond time intervals. The model
points to promoting energy metabolisms and the use of Ca2+ agonists for SD intervention.

and life-supporting. Unfortunately, these two types of
“Ca2+ rises”, which can be distinguished by the wave
model [22], have not been distinguished in the Ca2+
study field to our knowledge.

A

B

Fig. 4. Why higher Ca2+ “levels” could mean lower function. A)
Changes of the Ca2+ wave frequency and amplitude in the brain
are extremely fast (within milli- or micron-second) and difficult to
measure in most laboratories by current technology. B) If Ca2+ is
measured in second or minute instead, the reduced frequency and
amplitude would manifest themselves as higher average “levels” or
“overstay” in the cytosol, which actually means a lower signaling
functionality.

Our analysis concludes that the intervention of SD
should aim to activate basic metabolisms in general,
and Ca2+ signaling in particular. The latter can be
boosted by Ca2+ agonists such as caffeine and nico-
tine, two natural and blood brain barrier-penetrating
neuroprotective agents [30, 31], which can have many
positive effects in the cell [32, 33]. Other Ca2+ effec-
tors such as agonists of muscarinic, nicotinic, and
AMPA receptors have also been shown to have neu-
roprotective effects [34–36]. Along this line, it is
anticipated that more effective, long-lasting, safe and
affordable derivatives from these prototypical agents
will be developed for pharmaceutical intervention in
SD–a perspective that could be compared to the drugs
delaying atherosclerosis and osteoporosis today.

It is worth noting that activating Ca2+, a life-
supporting process, would mean to protect life itself
in a broader sense. So any foodstuffs that help pro-
tect brain cells would be expected to protect Ca2+
function. At the same time any cognitive stimuli that
benefit the aged brain such as psychologically enriched
environments, social connection, music, and story-
telling [37–40] would involve activating Ca2+ as well.
These practices will not cure or eradicate SD, but
together they can delay or ameliorate its symptoms to a
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certain extent, thereby realistically reducing social bur-
dens. This is akin to better maintenance and handling
expanding the lifespan of old cars.

WILL CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS
HELP IN SD?

But contrary to our predictions, the “Ca2+ overload”
hypothesis points to calcium antagonists for SD inter-
vention. As this idea offers great hope, a number of high
profile clinical trials on such drugs have been carried
out over the last two decades and vigorously watched.
One can be sure that any positive and consistent results
would immediately run headlines on the mass media.
Yet such reports have not come out until now.

Nevertheless, calcium channel blockers are known
to benefit hypertension, a condition related to vascular
dementia, not typical “AD” (the latter entity was orig-
inally introduced to be distinguished from the former
[41]). But this distinction has been deliberately blurred
in recent years and ignored by policymakers.

But even in hypertensive patients, calcium chan-
nel blockers may not always have positive effects. At
least two studies have found that frequent users of the
blockers are more likely than those using other types
of antihypertensive drugs to be associated with lower
scores in the mental ability test [42, 43].

Why are calcium channel blockers effective for
hypertension, a common condition in the elderly, but
not for cognition? It is noteworthy that the smooth
muscle cells on the vessel walls are constricted in
hypertension and the blockers can relax them (vasodi-
lation [44]; muscle constriction is Ca2+-dependent).
But old neurons may need frequent stimulation to stay
healthy, so the two conditions may differ by medical
nature.

If Ca2+ acts by waves, then strictly speaking, there
would be no Ca2+ “levels” at all (can radio waves be
measured by “levels”?). As such Ca2+ effectors would
not change its “levels” as traditionally thought, but
only alter wave shapes, an effect that has been well-
established for Ca2+ agonists [45, 46]. By the same
token, therefore, calcium channel blockers would not
reduce Ca2+ “levels” anymore, but actually diminish
its wave frequency and amplitude [47], or function-
ality. Do old brains need such a “help”? It should be
pointed out that blocking a lifeline pathway in the frail
elderly, by theory or by practice, should be a skeptical
idea at its inception.

Although “Ca2+ overload” hypothesis dominates
the field, a growing number of important reports are

worth mentioning. For example, protein kinase C, a
Ca2+-dependent enzyme, is well-known to be inac-
tivated in aging [48]. The function of Ca2+ pumps,
calpains and calcineurin has been found to dimin-
ish in aging (not in cell death, see below) [49–52].
And gene expression of almost all Ca2+-dependent
enzymes/proteins such as Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent
kinases, calcineurin, PKC, Ca2+ pumps and calbindin
are reduced in the old brain [53]. Above all, perhaps the
most compelling and logical indication for Ca2+ inef-
ficiency in brain aging is simply the cognitive decline
per se and the concomitant deposition of plaques and
tangles [21, 23].

Of great importance is that the two opposing “Ca2+
hypotheses” can be directly tested: to see whether a
long-term use of calcium antagonists will enhance, or
impede, learning and memory in old animals. Need-
less to say, this test will carry not only the hope to
create a much-needed animal model for SD (late-onset
sporadic AD), but also the danger to become another
never-ending controversy (like “toxic” amyloid-�;
where science is entangled with social interests) [3].

SHOULD OUR STUDY FOCUS ON AGING
OR “CELL DEATH”?

The “Ca2+ overload” hypothesis is not only based
on the “level” model, but also on another solid con-
viction, that is, the central question in SD should be
“why do some neurons die?” [2]. This question has offi-
cially steered the study focus from aging to “cell death”
perhaps at the beginning of modern SD research.

The idea sounds indisputable at first glance, because
aging, the passage of time, is a slow and insidious pro-
cess in which changes are only marginal and difficult
to measure. And targeting aging in elderly will take
decades yet does not guarantee a definitive success.

But in contrast, cell death occurs when Ca2+ sharply
rises and Ca2+-dependent proteases relentlessly attack
proteins [54], leading to innumerable cellular damages
that are readily observed and manipulated in vitro. It
thus appears that if these damages can be “arrested”,
then cell death and SD would be quickly and decisively
prevented without having to tackle the aging process.
The idea is especially eye-catching when stroke, where
saving dying cells is a successful strategy, is taken as
a role model for SD [11].

It should be pointed out, however, that dying cells
in stroke (penumbra) can be rescued mainly because
their Ca2+ rises result from a sudden energy shut-
down (blood clots) while cell structures and functions
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Fig. 5. Different mechanisms of cell death in stroke and SD, A)
In stroke (penumbra), dramatic Ca2+ rises are caused by a sudden
energy shutdown and can be reversed by restoring energy supply,
if acting within the “critical hours” when Ca2+ levels have not sur-
passed the “irreversible limit” (like the water level limit in a leaky
boat). B) In SD, the long aging process has progressively diminished
energy supply and cell viability to zero. The resulting Ca2+ rises are
unlikely to be reversed at this point because energy supply may not
be restored anymore. Note the slow Ca2+ rises during aging can be
slowed down, but the dramatic Ca2+rises in the cell death stage,
though easily detected, is too late for intervention.

are otherwise intact. Thus restoring energy supply
(dissolving the clots together with anti-oxidative and
other protective agents) will bring down Ca2+ lev-
els and revitalize the cells [55, review], provided that
action is taken within the “critical hours” when Ca2+
has not surpassed the “irreversible point” (Fig. 5A).

But in SD, cell death occurs at the end of the long
aging process which has progressively diminished the
cell viability (basic metabolisms) and energy supply
to zero. The dramatic Ca2+ rises at this point are
unlikely to be reversed, because the energy failure and
other metabolic pathways may not be restored any-
more (Fig. 5B). Thus caution must be taken when using
stroke as the role model for SD.

Importantly, our analysis also suggests that the Ca2+
rises in both stroke and SD are due mainly to energy
failure (energy-driven pumps), thus perhaps not to
“leaky channel” or “excessive influx” [11]. This view
would call into question current underlying assump-
tions for the use of calcium channel blockers in the
elderly for preventing SD.

Cell death (“AD” brain) is invariably accom-
panied by a myriad of cellular damages (ion
gradients collapse, rampant proteolytic activities, DNA
fragmentation, etc.). These events are not phys-

iological activation, but autolysis, an irreversible
self-destruction process “activated” during cell death.
In fact, many studies supporting the “Ca2+ overload”
hypothesis have come from cell death studies [54, 56].
However, manipulating these damages in test tube,
though data productive, would be perhaps too late to
have any intervention significance in patients.

Thus, mixing aging and cell death is another pro-
found misconception in the “AD” study field. In fact,
some studies under the name of “aging research” are
actually tackling the death process (e.g., apoptosis) or
“errors” in aging (e.g., “activation” of some aberrant
processes). These events are not parts of natural aging.

Although aging and cell death can substantially
overlap in the old brain (where some cells are aging,
others are dying) and difficult to separate in the
clinic, they still should be conceptually distinguished
in research. Clearly, only the natural aging process, the
window for understanding of and intervening in senile
conditions, should be our cogent study focus in SD
(Fig. 2A and Fig. 5B).

WHY CELL DEATH HAS BECOME THE
STUDY FOCUS

Under the prevalent “disease” definition, aging
would be excluded as the root cause for SD (because
aging does not lead all elderly to SD) [3]. As such,
a policymaker has explicitly stated that aging and
dementia are “two independent processes that appear
to be correlated” [2]. Such an institutional perception
would inevitably dictate SD study into an ever-lasting
conundrum. By analogy, if aging is excluded as the
cause of old cars’ death (because other old cars may
still be running), can such death ever be explained?

Indeed, the question of “why do some neurons die?”
[2] has triggered an explosive hunting of almost all
known pathogenic factors in human diseases, and the
list is still expanding. We however believe that the cor-
rect central question should be: “Why do the oldest
neurons die faster in some elderly?” It emphasizes two
keywords: oldest (advanced aging) and faster (the pace
of aging). Had the question been posed this way, per-
haps the search would have been much focused and a
substantial amount of research dollars saved.

HOW AN UNPROVEN THEORY HAS
BECOME DOGMA

The dogmatic status of the “Ca2+ overload” hypoth-
esis, an unproven theory, is problematic given that
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competition among rival views is the lifeline and
driving-force of science. But how has this happened?
Perhaps first, as mentioned above, the two life-or-
death different types of “Ca2+ rises” in our body have
not been distinguished today. This critical knowledge
gap has given rise to misconceptions that, for exam-
ple, Ca2+ could mediate both life and death [20] and
“excessive Ca2+” be viewed to “cause” cell death. If a
lifeline pathway can do this to cells, then will “exces-
sive” water and air be held as the “cause” for human
death?

Second, perhaps more important, “low Ca2+” means
a natural event in aging and thus long and hard work
ahead with only incremental and nameless progress
anticipated. But “high Ca2+” immediately connotes
“abnormality” and “disease”—relief, cure, fame and
wealth.

Third, the “Ca2+ overload” hypothesis is enthusi-
astically promoted by a long-time and tireless NIA
policymaker [11]. Is this good for science? The role
of the policymakers, with their steering powers and
resources, is to coordinate and ensure a fair play
among the competing views before one is proven cor-
rect. In the delicate truth-seeking stage of science, any
intrusion by social, political, ideological, financial or
administrative forces would subtly shift the fragile bal-
ance of the views to their favor, thereby undermining
the integrity and objectivity of science in an insidious
way. Image: if a judge is also playing as athlete, can
the tournament be fair?

In the politically-contentious scientific subjects,
such as evolution, global warming and SD, the disrup-
tive effects of the outside intrusions are especially pro-
found. This may be why early studies on the low Ca2+
scenarios [57–59] have almost all disappeared after-
wards, and also why “Ca2+ wave” theory has long been
established, but has hardly been mentioned at all in the
“AD” study field, a field that most needs it (see below).

HOW DO PRESENILIN MUTATIONS
CAUSE DEMENTIA?

A scientific model, if reasonable, should have pre-
dictive values to help explain other puzzles. One such
puzzle is the physiological function of presenilins
(PSs), whose some-200 gene mutations have all caused
early-onset dementia, a startling phenomenon sugges-
tive of an important clue to the overall mechanism of
the disease.

While most researchers believe that PSs function in
vivo as proteases (i.e., “r-secretase”) [1], based on the

“Ca2+ deficits” model we unambiguously predicted
in 1998 that “presenilins most likely act as calcium
channels in vivo” and also that “functional reconstitu-
tion and electrophysiological studies should directly
reveal whether or not presenilins in artificial mem-
branes could act as Ca2+ channels” [21]. Eight years
later, these purely theoretical analysis-based predic-
tions are experimentally proven through the proposed
approaches by other investigators [60].

But how do mutations cause dementia? To this cen-
tral issue we also predicted that mutant PSs do so “by
diminishing the Ca2+ channeling function” [21]. This
seems to confront the current reports suggesting that
the mutant PSs increase intracellular Ca2+ levels [60].
Nevertheless, this discrepancy perhaps can be readily
conciliated by our “wave vs. level” model (Fig. 4).

By this model, mutant PSs would be inefficient chan-
nels (it takes longer time for them to channel-in Ca2+ in
each entry/extrusion cycle), whereas aging cells would
have inefficient pumps due to reduced energy (it takes
longer time to pump Ca2+ out). Both cases would end
up in the same net result: lower signaling function but
higher Ca2+ “levels”, if measured in time intervals
longer than sub-millisecond (actually in second) [60].

It is possible that armed with advanced technology
future studies in old primitive animals [61] or mutant
PSs cells will be the first to demonstrate the age-related
or mutation-related changes in Ca2+ wave shapes, or
functionality changes.

SD IS A “CA2+ SIGNALING DEFICIENCY”
DISORDER

Why should Ca2+ be conceived in an extremely
complicated wave model, given that the simple “level”
model has explained observations for many years? We
think it is perhaps because only wave model can explain
why Ca2+ is a “central regulator” in cognition.

A unique requirement for a central regulator is that
it must be able to carry an enormous amount of infor-
mation for coordinating neurotransmission among
billions of neurons, let alone the large variations of
the transmitters themselves (type, combination, inten-
sity, interval and duration, etc.). This would be akin
to a conductor in a symphony orchestra who has to
carry the instructions for all instruments. But how can
Ca2+, a simple metal, carry such a large body of the
information?

The wave model offers a clue. The frequency and
amplitude changes can carry a body of information that
is virtually unlimited, like radio waves can transmit
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any TV pictures. During cognition, the wave-encoded
“digital” information is “decoded” and executed by
Ca2+-dependent processes/enzymes or by transmit-
ter’s own variations, just like how instrument players
decode conductor’s instructions [27–29].

Additionally, a central regulator in the brain should
display high sensitivity and response speed (within
milli- or micro-second) in consistence with those of
the cognitive stimuli (vision, hearing, touch, and think-
ing). No coincident, these are precisely the known
characteristics of Ca2+ signaling system, the fastest
and most sensitive one in the body [29]. On the
other hand, no other factors have the comparable
information-carrying capacity, delicacy and sensitiv-
ity (e.g., transmitters themselves, cAMP, NO, or any
other metals).

It is thus reasonable to consider Ca2+ as a regulator
that stands at the central position among the hierar-
chic orders of the innumerous elements in cognition.
Thinking from this perspective, SD would be primar-
ily a “Ca2+ signaling deficiency” disorder, since the
concept explains the delicate, dynamic and progres-
sive decline of cognitive ability in the elderly better
than any other current static models. So a conceptual
transition from static to vibrant/digital one is needed
in the SD study field.

Nevertheless, the long-standing “level” model is still
useful as it can explain many other biological pro-
cesses (e.g., cell division and growth), but the “wave”
model may be indispensable for understanding Ca2+
actions in the brain. And Ca2+ signaling, with its ulti-
mate sophistication and intricacy, would be one of the
last frontiers of science, in which theory development
may need to go ahead of experimentation.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we try to make the following main
points:

• Unlike the ongoing “shotgun” approach (pursuing
all suspects) in SD, we undertake a “crime scene”
analysis to rule out most suspects and pinpoint to
“Ca2+ deficiency” as the primary one. It is not
the singular “causation”, but rather a key missing
link necessary for explaining SD features for rea-
son and curiosity. It can also serve as the primary
target for rational drug design.

• Aging and Ca2+ deficits set the stage for SD, but
do not always lead to SD in real life, thanks to the
key roles of risk factors. Thus, targeting the risk
factors by social supports and public awareness

are indispensable but they should differ from some
current ones that wind up in fear-mongering or
promoting drug sale or “genetic test”.

• The current “Ca2+ overload/activation” hypoth-
esis is mainly derived from Ca2+ “level”
measurements and cell death studies, neither of
which represents the true Ca2+ functional changes
during natural aging, the window for understand-
ing of, and intervening in, perhaps all senile
conditions.

• The two overwhelming concepts, “SD = AD” and
“Ca2+ overload”, have effectively blocked any
meaningful progress of SD research and inhib-
ited the self-correcting mechanisms of science,
thereby rendering the bench-top “AD” study field
an isolated island in the scientific and medical
community as a whole. An independent scrutiny
on the field may be helpful [39, 62, 63].

Science, the pursuit of fundamental truth (includ-
ing inconvenient ones) and source of enlightenment,
should be nurtured under its own laws and untangled
from any outside interests to keep its values. Unfortu-
nately this seems to be a far cry in SD. A soul-searching
by policymakers and researchers on aging and aging
research may be merited.

The single-minded pursuit of the unfalsifiable faith
for a “cure” [64] by the “AD” laboratory research enter-
prise is armed with solid beliefs: Man has landed on
the moon [65]; numerous once-incurable diseases have
been cured; and science breaks new frontiers every day.

Optimism is good, but not half-truth. Man has landed
on the moon and soon on Mars and beyond, but
car aging has yet to be stopped; many diseases have
been cured, yet none of them is a senile one; science
breaks new frontiers every day, yet also sets limits to
explorations (e.g., absolute zero, light speed, perpetual
motion and, arguably, “fountain of youth”).

NIA faces a deep dilemma today. After defining
it a “disease”, pressures has been building up from
the public and Congress for the “pathogenic” factor it
promised. But if so, then what does “A” in its name
stand for? Can that definition be revisited? It would
be unthinkable for status quo. So business-as-usual is
perhaps its only choice, and thus “AD” research will
go forever – and wander forever.
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